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PARIS Retail solutions address the critical areas 

facing a retail business, including inventory

management, retail store performance, labor

optimization, and markdown and promotion

performance. Because retail outfits often operate on

thin margins PowerExcel provides leadership with a

guidance system to run and manage the business.

We have a range of solutions tailored to provide line-

of-sight clarity of the operational and financial

performance of construction projects. 

Our solutions provide measurable improvements

in project forecast accuracy, delivering accurate

projections of earned value and financial

performance.

We enable school districts to better manage their

funds and other resources, so they can save money 

by tracking cafeteria and transportation expenses, 

for example. Additionally, educators can be alerted

when students are ‘at-risk’ based on selectable

indicators, like failing more than one subject.

We all know banks are “Masters of Finance”, but our

solutions help them understand their client profiles

and client performance as well as financial product

performance. We allow the data from many separate

systems, including trading and financial, to be

integrated for analysis and forecasting.



We enable healthcare concerns to take the next step

with their volumes of data to analyze how operational

variables impact the ability to deliver top-quality

medical care.  The intelligence obtained from these

analytical models also leads to substantial efficiencies

and savings across care facilities.

We are particularly proud of one of our hospitality

solutions which allows hotels to quickly determine

room occupancy and turnover rates. The solution

combines data from multiple sources to allow the

hotels to more accurately forecast profitability and

resource utilization.

PARIS has designed flexible models for process, batch,

and project manufacturing that can be easily tailored to

suit your specific requirements.  A suite of detailed

operational models form part of an integrated cash and

financial planning system.  Clients have been able to

manage many business aspects including asset

utilization, risk management, process improvement,

resource planning, material efficiency.
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HEALTHCARE

HOSPITALITY

MANUFACTURING

ENTERTAINMENT
Our solutions can automate the calculation of royalty

payments as well as aggregate ticket sales, discounts,

and concessions to allow powerful analysis of

products and offers.


